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Dear Friends:

It is my pleasure and privilege, on behalf of the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation’s Board of Trustees, to convey to you this report on the work of the Foundation in its 2018 fiscal year (July 1, 2017 through June 30, 2018).

For nearly 75 years, the Woodrow Wilson Foundation has worked to identify and develop leaders and institutions to address the nation’s critical educational challenges. Through a series of fellowship programs and institutional initiatives, the Foundation both supports outstanding individuals who show promise and/or leadership in their careers and provides an impetus for transformation in the nation’s schools, colleges, and universities. A key theme of all of the Foundation’s work is equitable access to excellence, in and beyond education.

Arthur Levine, president of the Foundation since 2006, has added important new dimensions to this commitment to equity and excellence, spearheading the Foundation’s last decade of work at the intersection of higher education and K–12. Shortly after the conclusion of the 2018 fiscal year, Arthur announced his intent to step down by the end of fiscal 2019. At the time of the writing of this letter, a presidential search is nearly concluded, and the Foundation will announce Arthur’s successor, who will have very large shoes to fill, this spring. We look forward to telling you more about the leadership transition to come; in the meantime, I trust you will join the Trustees in thanking, lauding, and celebrating Arthur for his work in expanding and securing the Foundation’s legacy.

As many of you know, the Woodrow Wilson Foundation relies on funders and friends to help us continue this work. Recently (as the sidebar on p. 8 indicates), several Fellows have even chosen to repay their Fellowships. The Trustees, the staff, and I are deeply grateful for the kind of interest and generosity that commitments like these represent. We pledge to continue to earn your support.

Sincerely,

Thomas C. Hudnut
Chair, The Board of Trustees
Thoughts on the Woodrow Wilson Foundation:

When I arrived at the Foundation in 2006, George W. Bush was President of the United States, and the Foundation had five fellowship programs—the Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship, the Woodrow Wilson Women’s Studies Dissertation Fellowships, a suite of doctoral and junior faculty fellowships supported by the Mellon Foundation, the Pickering Foreign Affairs Fellowship, and the Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellows program. The Foundation was also developing and managing a handful of early colleges for the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

In 2006, concerned that the Foundation not engage in too many disparate activities, the Woodrow Wilson Board reaffirmed and expanded the mission and purpose of the Foundation, adopting the following statement:

*The Woodrow Wilson Foundation identifies and develops leaders and institutions to address the nation’s critical educational challenges.*

The primary vehicle for accomplishing this is fellowships.

A principal focus of those fellowships is underrepresented and/or high-need populations and the institutions that serve them.

The Foundation also agreed, in 2006, to develop a focus on a single area: closing the achievement gap, the persistent disparity in academic achievement among the nation’s children by race, zip code, and socioeconomic status. Toward this end, Woodrow Wilson undertook three new initiatives: a teaching fellowship, a school leadership fellowship, and the creation of a 21st-century graduate school of education offering programs in teacher and school leader education.

Today, 13 years later, the Woodrow Wilson Teaching Fellowship has prepared more than 1200 teachers. Focusing on secondary-level STEM—a critical shortage area in many states’ teaching force—it has operated in six states: Georgia, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, New Jersey, and now Pennsylvania. This Fellowship has both recruited high-ability people with undergraduate degrees in science and math to prepare to teach those subjects in high-need in-state secondary schools for a minimum of three years, and also helped to transform teacher education programs at participating universities.

It quickly became apparent that for WW Teaching Fellows to succeed, they needed strong principals and school superintendents. However, previous research—including my own—had shown that school leadership programs lacked rigor and relevance. The Foundation therefore created the WW MBA Fellowship in Education Leadership, which shifted the preparation of school leaders from education schools to business schools, seeking to make the MBA the gold standard for school leader certification. Like the WW Teaching Fellowship, the WW MBA program is state-focused; relies on university/school partnerships; and utilizes long engagements, returning Fellows who complete the program to become leaders in the districts that nominated them. Working in three states—Indiana, New Mexico, and Wisconsin—the WW MBA Fellowship has produced some 300 school leaders to date.
Finally, the Foundation has created the Woodrow Wilson Academy of Teaching and Learning. Through the Teaching and MBA Fellowships, WW has been engaged in repairing existing educator preparation programs. In contrast, the Woodrow Wilson Academy seeks to reinvent the school of education. With the Academy, the Foundation sought to invent the education school of the 21st century. The Academy was envisioned not as a hothouse, but as a resource and demonstration center, a showroom of the future of educator preparation. Created in collaboration with MIT, the Academy has developed a competency-based master’s degree program in teacher preparation, and it continues to evolve. Just this year it has gained independent 501(c)(3) status.

Even as these programs have taken shape, the Foundation has rethought its approach to its longstanding programs. The Newcombe, Mellon, and Women’s Studies Fellowships continue to make important contributions to the Foundation’s mission. Several other programs have been either outsourced or reshaped, while new ones tied to the Foundation’s mission have been added: The WW HistoryQuest Fellowship, for secondary-school teachers of American history; the Nancy Weiss Malkiel Scholars Award and the Course Hero-WW Fellowships for Excellence in Teaching, both for junior and untenured faculty; and the WW Higher Education Policy Fellowships, which seek to bridge divides between policymakers and higher education leaders, state by state. The Foundation has long experience and strong expertise in administering fellowship programs, and it continues to look for new mission-focused opportunities to do so.

Meanwhile, the next new direction for the Foundation has already emerged: the Woodrow Wilson American History Initiative, which will seek to transform the way American history is taught and learned. To be formally announced this spring, this initiative will create an online platform for students and resources for teachers, seeking to promote active learning, deep understanding, problem solving, critical thinking, and a lifelong love of American history through interactive pedagogies, storytelling, and the inclusion of many voices and perspectives. The Board and staff are enthusiastic, and more details will be rolled out over the course of the year ahead.

The Woodrow Wilson Foundation has seen an extraordinary transformation over the past dozen years. We have been called a seven-decade-old startup. As the Foundation approaches its 75th anniversary, it will continue to evolve in response to national needs in education. It has been a privilege to be a part of this evolution.

Arthur Levine has been president of the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation since 2006. A nationally noted leader in education reform, he was previously president of Teachers College, Columbia University.
In the Woodrow Wilson Foundation’s 2018 fiscal year (July 1, 2017–June 30, 2018), the Foundation sustained its longstanding emphasis on preparing leaders and institutions for critical national challenges, with a renewed focus on excellence, opportunity, and equity in education. Once again, we are able to report the creation of new programs and strategies, good progress in continuing programs, and sound operating outcomes across the board.

The largest of the Foundation’s recent programs, the Woodrow Wilson Academy for Teaching and Learning, spent much of FY 2018 preparing to become an independent not-for-profit organization, an outcome it successfully achieved at the conclusion of the fiscal year. Staff at the Woodrow Wilson Foundation continue to provide support for the WW Academy’s recruitment, admissions, marketing, and communications functions on a contractual basis. This year’s audited financials reflect the underlying shifts in resources associated with the separation of the Academy.

Foundation staff also spent much of the 2018 fiscal year preparing for the new Woodrow Wilson Teaching Fellowship in Pennsylvania, which was formally announced in the first quarter of FY 2019. Another new program, the Course Hero-WW Fellowship for Excellence in Teaching, was added to the Foundation’s portfolio as a pilot in spring 2018, then renewed for FY 2019; similarly, the WW Higher Education Policy Fellowship, was piloted in FY 2018 and continued for FY 2019.

Meanwhile, the Woodrow Wilson Board—following an assessment of the Foundation’s capacity for and expertise in administering fellowship programs—authorized the appointment of a new WW officer to engage in a business development function. This new Director of Fellowship Solutions joined the staff in FY 2018 and has made considerable progress in opening doors with potential new partners for the Foundation.

Resources provided to the Woodrow Wilson Foundation both by corporate and philanthropic partners and by committed individual donors have made possible not only these new initiatives, but also those ongoing programs—the Newcombe, Women’s Studies, and Mellon dissertation fellowships—that have been part of the Foundation’s portfolio for many years. Each year, to assess and ensure the Foundation’s management of its resources, Mercadien Group of Princeton conducts an annual audit. Mercadien once again issued a clean opinion in its audit of the Foundation for FY 2018, and the Woodrow Wilson Board of Trustees unanimously approved the audit report in October 2018. The audit report is summarized by the 2018 statement of financial activity on the next page; a full copy of the Foundation’s audited financials for 2018 is available at www.woodrow.org.

My colleagues and I take great pride in the work we do with the Foundation’s programs, and we are grateful for the trust and commitment of the Foundation’s Board, its donors and partners, and its Fellows across the years.

Stephanie J. Hull
Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
## Public Support and Other Revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Unrestricted</th>
<th>Temporarily restricted</th>
<th>Permanently restricted</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Support</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>$1,472,709</td>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$1,472,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundations</td>
<td></td>
<td>21,492,253</td>
<td></td>
<td>21,492,253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals</td>
<td>3,247,793</td>
<td>4,337,159</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,584,952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net assets released from restrictions</strong></td>
<td>19,716,340</td>
<td>(19,716,340)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Public Support</strong></td>
<td>24,436,842</td>
<td>6,113,072</td>
<td></td>
<td>30,549,914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Revenue</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Income</td>
<td>280,190</td>
<td>89,581</td>
<td></td>
<td>369,771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Public Support and Other Revenue</strong></td>
<td>24,717,032</td>
<td>6,202,653</td>
<td></td>
<td>30,919,685</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Unrestricted</th>
<th>Temporarily restricted</th>
<th>Permanently restricted</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Program Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Education</td>
<td>$3,070,503</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$3,070,503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching and Leadership</td>
<td>18,253,079</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18,253,079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Program Services</strong></td>
<td>21,323,582</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21,323,582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supporting Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and General</td>
<td>1,739,082</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,739,082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>1,105,650</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,105,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Supporting Services</strong></td>
<td>2,844,732</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,844,732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td>24,168,314</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24,168,314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in net assets</strong></td>
<td>548,718</td>
<td>6,202,653</td>
<td></td>
<td>6,751,371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net assets, beginning of year</strong></td>
<td>2,281,482</td>
<td>23,242,480</td>
<td>1,629,695</td>
<td>27,153,657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net assets, end of year</strong></td>
<td>$2,830,200</td>
<td>$29,445,133</td>
<td>$1,629,695</td>
<td>$33,905,028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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UNRESTRICTED FUNDS

The donor lists below reflect gifts received between July 1, 2017 and June 30, 2018. Donors who have made gifts to the Annual Fund in each of the last three years or since their affiliation with the Woodrow Wilson Foundation began are shown with a teal asterisk (*) after their names.

FOUNDERS CIRCLE
($100,000 and over)
Walter W. Buckley, Jr. TR, Chair Emeritus*
Jennifer Gruenberg TR and Bud Gruenberg*
High Meadow Foundation*
Robert F. Johnston TR and Lynn D. Johnston* George A. Weiss TE*

THE WOODROW WILSON CIRCLE
($25,000–$99,999)
Anonymous (2)

THE PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE
($10,000–$24,999)
Anonymous (2)

PATRONS ($1,000–$2,499)
Anonymous (3)
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Pulitzer Prize in Poetry, National Book Award Go to Frank Bidart WF ’62

Frank Bidart WF ’62 is the Andrew W. Mellon Professor in the Humanities and a professor of English at Wellesley College. He is the 2018 Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award winner, both in poetry, for his work Half-light: Collected Poems 1965–2016. The Pulitzer committee called the work “a volume of unyielding ambition and remarkable scope that mixes long dramatic poems with short elliptical lyrics, building on classical mythology and reinventing forms of desires that defy societal norms.” Dr. Bidart is the author of Metaphysical Dog, which won a National Book Critics Circle Award, as well as Watching the Spring Festival, Star Dust, Desire, and In the Western Night: Collected Poems 1965–90.

Photo: Wellesley College
First Pickering Fellow Appointed to Ambassadors: Dereck Hogan '93

The Honorable Dereck Hogan was appointed in fall 2018 as United States Ambassador to Moldova—the first First Pickering Fellow to be appointed to the Ambassadors ranks of the U.S. Foreign Service. A 1993 Fellow, Ambassador Hogan previously served as Deputy Chief of Mission at the U.S. Embassy in Baku, Azerbaijan. He was Senior Advisor to President Obama’s Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan, Richard Holbrooke, and served as State Department representative on two civilian-military Provincial Reconstruction Teams in Afghanistan. In Washington D.C., he was Special Assistant to Secretary of State Colin Powell and a Watch Officer in the State Department’s Operations Center. Ambassador Hogan received his graduate degree in international relations from Princeton University and his undergraduate degree in Political Science, Philosophy, and Economics from the University of Pittsburgh. 

Photo: U.S. Embassy Moldova
Giving Back, Paying It Forward: Fellows Gear Gifts to Repay Stipends

Across WW programs, Fellows know how much a fellowship can mean to others. Increasingly, they’re deciding to give back.

Anthropologist Bill Bissell, a 1996 Newcombe Fellow who teaches at Lafayette College, writes, “The Newcombe provided generous support for my work at a critical juncture. It really served as a kind of start-up funding that allowed me to launch a full career of research and writing. Reciprocity is very important in anthropology, and I feel lucky to be able to give a little something back so that future generations of students might have the same—or better!—opportunities that came my way. It is all about opening up possibilities for those who are coming up after us.”

Fred D. Baldwin WF ’58 says the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship made it possible to leave his East Texas home for a Princeton Ph.D. in American history. After three years of university teaching, he took a post in the Johnson administration, working with one of LBJ’s signature poverty programs. After his career as a freelance writer, he and his wife are making decisions about the future. He plans to make WW Annual Fund gifts over the next few years, hoping to match the current value of his 1958 WW stipend.

Fellows who would like to consider a “give-back” commitment are encouraged to contact Courtney Hodock in the WW Development Office at hodock@woodrow.org or 609-945-7882.
in memory of Michael P. D’Ambrosio WF ’70, Joel L. Cunningham WF ’65 H*, Philip W. Crutchfield MLK ’69*, Robert L. Cross WF ’64*, M. Elizabeth Cropper WF ’69*, and other former educators and funders.

Funders, FY 2018  (July 1, 2017–June 30, 2018)

WW Teaching Fellow Named 2019 Indiana Teacher of the Year

In October 2018, the Indiana Department of Education named Tamara Markey TF ’14 the Indiana Teacher of the Year for 2019. Ms. Markey, who teaches engineering in the Lawrence Township Schools (Indianapolis), is in her fourth year of teaching.

In a surprise announcement of the award at her school, Ms. Markey told assembled colleagues and students, “This is the best job anyone could have. It is such a privilege to be an educator.” A former oil industry engineer who, before teaching, had been a stay-at-home parent, Ms. Markey told Chalkbeat that she wanted to teach even in college: “I had a counselor say, ‘You know, you’re black, you’re female, and you’re good at math and science. You need to be an engineer,’” she said. “But that desire to teach never went away.”

In 2009, Indiana became the first state to launch the Woodrow Wilson Teaching Fellowship. In 2018, Pennsylvania became the sixth—joining Georgia, Michigan, Ohio, and New Jersey. The program has partnered with 31 universities to prepare math and science teachers for high-need schools. The WW Teaching Fellowships have been funded by the Dodge Foundation, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, Lilly Endowment, Inc., the William Penn Foundation, the Woodruff Foundation, and several generous state-based consortiums of funders and donors.

Jane E. Evans WF ’67
Barbara C. Ewell WF ’69
Edward D. Fahrmeier WF ’66
Theoplis Fair WF ’63
David M. Falk WF ’64
Stephen M. Fallon CN ’84
Daniel M. Farrell WF ’65
Roger J. Fechner WF ’59
Evelyn B. Feltner WF ’63
Doris I. Fenske WF ’61
Myra Marx Ferree WS ’74
Gloria K. Fiero WF ’60 H*
Richard C. Figge WF ’64 and Susan C. Figge WF ’64

Elizabeth C. Fine WF ’71*
Frank J. Fiorina WF ’61*
Morris W. Firebaugh WF ’59*
Wendy Fisher-House WF ’65*
George A. Fisk WF ’62 H*
Alston Fitts WF ’61
Jack W. Foley WF ’63
Joyce C. Follet CN ’86
Robert A. Foster WF ’58
J. David Fraley WF ’63
Robert E. Frank WF ’64
Richard A. Frankel WF ’58
John B. Freed WF ’65
WW Academy Enrolls Inaugural Class, Becomes Independent

In July 2018, the Woodrow Wilson Academy of Teaching and Learning was formally established as an independent graduate school in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Launched in 2015 as a program of the Woodrow Wilson Foundation in collaboration with MIT, the WW Academy focuses on innovative STEM teacher preparation. In September, the first class of teacher candidates began the program at the WW Academy. The Academy has been funded, to date, by the Amgen Foundation, the Barr Foundation, the Bezos Family Foundation, Carnegie Corporation of New York, the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Nellie Mae Education Foundation, the Simons Foundation, and several generous anonymous donors.
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Paul W. Harris CN '82
Harold M. Hastings WF '67 H
Dentley M. Haugseag WF '65
Roger E. Haugo WF '58
Gilbert A. Hawkins WF '69
Brian F. Hayes FS*
Yaoli He
Eleanor J. Hedley WF '66
James A. W. Heffernan WF '60
Kenneth S. Hempel WF '59
James D. Henderson WF '70 DS*
Robert D. Hendler WF '70
Charles J. Herber WF '55
William E. Higgins WF '66
Alexander L. Hinson WF '64
David C. Hoaglin WF '66 H
James E. Hoard WF '64 H
James C. Hogan WF '58
Mary Hollinshead WF '69
D. Leigh Holt, Jr. WF '64
Glen E. Holt WF '63
William W. Holt WT '64
Michael W. Honhart WF
Richard Paul Horevitz WF '67
Wendell R. Houston WF '64
John T. Howald WF '65
Stewart S. Hudnut WF '61 H
Ralph W. Huenemann WF '61
John D. Hunley WF '63
Elizabeth W. Hunt WF '61, in memory of
Dr. Rhoda Coleman Ellison*
Olugbenga Ige TF '14
Kathleen A. Imholz WF '65
Martin H. Israel WF '62 H
A. Dobie Jenkins WF '61
Kiki Jenkins CEF '14
Douglas L. Johnson WF '65*
Karen H. Johnson WF '67*
Rick A. Johnson PP '90
Robert K. Johnson WF '59
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies
Nolan E. Jones WF '59 H
Richard S. Jorgensen WF '64
David L. Karnath WF '58
Joshua T. Katz MN '91
Victor J. Katz WF '63 H
Natan Katzman WF '66
J. Kehaulani Kauanui CEF '03
John T. Kearns WF '58
Vida C. Kenk WF '61
Thomas C. Kennedy WF '66
Charles F. Kennel WF '59
William C. Kerr WF '62
Kate Killebrew WF '61
Peter R. Killeen WF '64
Alton R. Kirk MLK '70
Mike Kitay WF '52
Judith F. Klink WF '59
Gary C. Koch WF '63 H
Catherine Kodat MCI '02
Tia M. Kolibaba MN '86
Neil K. Komesar WF '63*
Funders, FY 2018 (July 1, 2017–June 30, 2018)

Michael E. O'Donnell WF ’66
Judith R. O’Fallon WF ’60
Jean M. O’Grady WF ’64
Eurcharles J. Oh TF ’16
Victor N. Okada WF ’64
James Oliver MLK ’69
George A. Olivier WF ’70
John C. Omlsted WF ’64
Edward J. O’Neill WF ’63
Nicholas G. Onuf WF ’63 and Sandra L. Keowen WF
Laura E. Oren WF ’64
Arnold T. Orza WF ’62
Sandra L. Osborn WF ’58
George T. Oser WF ’58, deceased
D. Eugene Overton WT ’84
Gottfried J. Paasche WF ’61
Susan E. Palo WF ’62
Kenneth W. Parker WF ’66
Richard J. Pearson WF ’60
B. Thomas Peele, III WF ’69
Carla G. Pestana CN ’86
Andrew R. Peterson WT ’92
Dale E. Peterson WF ’63
Donald S. Petrey, Jr. WF ’62
John D. Peyton WF ’63
The Pfizer Foundation
Judith R. Phillips WF ’64
Sandra S. Phillips WF ’67
Steve A. Piacsek WF ’58
Porticus N.A. Inc.
William C. Pratt WF ’68
Clay C. Pytluk WF ’63
David V. Quigley
Jon A. Quitslund WF ’61
David V. Quigley
Clay C. Pytluk WF ’63
L. J. Patrick Muffler WF ’58
Robert L. Munroe WF ’59
Dennis E. Murphy WF ’64 and
Norma N. Murphy WF ’64
Norma N. Murphy WF ’64
Robert J. Naeher CN ’91
Alexander J. Nagel WF ’66 H
Barbara A. Nakata WF ’58
Izumi Nakayama WS ’02
James B. Nardi WF ’70
Eric W. Naylor WF ’58
Carol T. Neely WF ’61
Saundra R. Murray Nettles WS ’75
Rosalie S. Newell WF ’60
Lila N. Nitta WT ’00
Julius L. Novick WF ’60
Susan F. O’Connor WF ’63
William L. Odom WF ’57

New Fellowships for Junior Faculty Complement Suite of WW Faculty, Doctoral Programs

The Course Hero–Woodrow Wilson Fellowship for Excellence in Teaching, established at the Foundation in 2018, joins a set of programs that support pre-tenure faculty. Created with the support of online learning platform Course Hero, the new fellowship emphasizes outstanding undergraduate teaching practices. The first five awards were made to tenure-track faculty in early summer 2018, with the program expanding to include non-tenure-track awards for the next round. The program joins the Career Enhancement Fellowships and the Nancy Weiss Malkiel Scholars Awards, both funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, as WW initiatives to help outstanding junior faculty balance excellence in research, teaching, and service as they work toward tenure.

At the same time, a longstanding suite of dissertation fellowships continues to support excellence, originality, and promise on the part of doctoral candidates. Launched in 1974, the WW Women’s Studies Fellowship has supported more than 500 Ph.D. students in the humanities and social sciences; the Charlotte W. Newcombe Fellowship has, since 1981, assisted just over 1,200 doctoral candidates in completing dissertations on issues of religious and ethical values across the humanities and social sciences.

(Clockwise from top: Ellen Matson CH-WW ’18, University of Rochester; Teresita Lozano CN ’18, Julius Fleming, Jr. NWM ’18, Van Tran NWM ’18, Naisrin Olla CN ’18, Joseph Bartzel CN ’18, Nicole Oversaat NWM ’18. Photo of E. Matson. Univ. of Rochester)/Adam Fenster.
New WW Program for Senior Leaders Supports Collaboration in Higher Education Policy

While states recognize that higher education is central to their success and institutions of higher education are committed to the communities they serve, the differing agendas that policymakers and higher education leaders balance sometimes make their interactions complex and difficult. Supported by the Henry Luce and Andrew W. Mellon Foundations, the new WW Higher Education Policy Fellowship brings together current leaders who are on a trajectory to shape the future of higher education policy and practice. The 2017–18 inaugural group of Fellows comprised college and university presidents, state higher education executive officers, and chairs of state legislatures’ higher education committees. Delegations from four states—Georgia, Indiana, Massachusetts, and New Jersey—attended two weekend symposia, guided and supported by experts in such areas as demographics, higher education finance, and educational technology. The delegations then developed and pursued follow-up initiatives in their home states.
Funders, FY 2018 (July 1, 2017–June 30, 2018)

DONORS ($99 and under)
Anonymous (29)
Marc S. Abramson MN ’92*
David S. Adams WF ’61
Barbara A. Adams WF ’64*
Jacoby Adler CN ’82
Edward J. Ahearn WF ’59
Patricia M. Ali WF ’70
Barbara S. Alker WF ’65*
Raymond W. Allard WF ’58
John W. Allis WF ’60
Allen B. Altman WF ’64 H*
AmazonSmile Foundation
Douglas J. Amend WF ’68
Steven Andes, PhD WF ’69
Dee E. Andrews CN ’81
David J. Armor WF ’61
George L. Britton, Jr. WT ’89*
Ronald L. Breiger WF ’70
Vincent P. Branick WF ’63
Timothy H. Boyer WF ’62 H
George M. Bowles WF ’66*
Lara Bovilsky MN ’95*
Michael K. Bourdaghs MN ’89*
Florence S. Boos WF ’64*
Richard M. Blau WF ’65
Elizabeth R. Beuthel WF ’59*
Lawrence E. Bennett WF ’62*
Carole A. Bennett WT ’87
William J. Belanger WF ’69*
Bonnie A. Beckett WF ’71*
Michael K. Becker WF ’63
Mary E. Becker CN ’93
Jane M. Beatty WF ’66*
Ethel L. Beach WF ’70*
Nancy R. Freudenthal WF ’67
Susan T. Freeman WF ’58*
Carolyn Francesconi WF ’62
Susan T. Freeman WF ’58
Diana Fritz Cates CN ’89*
Cristina M. Cervone CN ’02
James A. Chaffers MLK ’69*
Robert N. Chauls WF ’64*
Katherine L. Chen WF ’58
Albert L. Chirichella WF ’58
David S. Chu WF ’64
Elizabeth G. Cohen WF ’65
Nancy L. Cinner CN ’88
James F. Conley WF ’69
Marion L. Cooper WF ’69
William E. Cooper WF ’64*
Esther S. Cope WF ’64*
Susan D. Core WF ’59
Gail M. S. Corey WT ’95
William T. Cormack WF ’61
Karin B. Costello WF ’67
Eleanor C. Courtemanche MN ’91*
Elizabeth E. Cox WF ’61 H*
Linda S. Crawford WF ’60
Thomas Crowley WT ’94
Erik Daisey
Natallie J. Dandekar WF ’64
Lawrence H. Davis WF ’64
Philip De Vencentes WF ’64 H*
James A. Dengate WT ’63
Roger V. DesForges WF ’64*
Denise L. Despres CN ’84
Sarah J. Deutsch WS ’82
David J. Diephouse WF ’69*
Alan K. Dowty WF ’59
Dennis J. Drabelle WF ’65
Daniel S. Drucker WF ’67
Dorothy K. Dwyer WF ’67
Jane D. Eberwein WF ’68
Melvin A. Edelstein WF ’60
Alan S. Edelstein WF ’58
James Eisenstein WF ’62
Valerie D. Etra WT ’84
Barbara C. Ewell WF ’69
Joan M. Falcao WF ’69
Louis A. Feldman WF ’63*
Franklin P. Ferrara, Jr. WT ’98*
Joyce L. Ferris WF ’56*
Carter V. Fidley WF ’63*
Emily Folpe WF ’65*
Jane Foran ST
William T. Ford WT ’63
Brian L. Foster WT ’67
Maria-Francesca S. Fox MN ’89
and James Fox
Carolyn Francesconi WF ’62
Susan T. Freeman WF ’58*
Nancy R. Freudenthal WF ’67*
Lita J. Friedman WF ’61*
Peter H. Fries WF ’59
Chris A. Frilingos CN ’00
Douglas O. Frost WF ’69
August W. Gebauer WF ’62
Michael Gertner WF ’68*
Charles Gerut WT ’85
Richard J. Gibson WF ’64
Sheila O. Gibson WF ’60*
Robert S. Goldfarb WF ’64*
Sheldon Goldman WF ’61
Raymond H. Goldstone WF ’64 H*
Roe W. Goodman WF ’58
Alianna Gordon ST*
Philip S. Gorski CN ’94
Mary M. Gottschalk WF ’66
John T. Granrose WF ’61
Peter C. Grenquist WF ’56*
Mary M. Grow WF ’61
John R. Hailman WF ’65
Suzanne L. Hamner WF ’61*
Karen V. Hansen WS ’87
Ada G. Harvey WT ’01
Murray C. Havens WF ’53
Hunt Hawkins WF ’65
Barbara A. Heavers WT ’95
Maureen Helinski WF ’61
Kenneth W. Hepburn WF ’63*
Myron S. Herman WF ’65
and Helen Y. Herman WF ’65
Richard N. Heveren, Jr. WF ’65 H*
Richard W. Hill WF ’64 H*
Alison L. Hilton WF ’70
Annette M. Hintz WF ’60
Stephan G. Hock MN ’96
Lynn T. Hoggard WF ’66
James R. Holbrook WF ’66*
O. T. Holtzclaw WT ’91
Robert C. Howell WF ’61*
Charles F. Howlett WT ’90
Rolf O. Hubbe WF ’47
Anne M. Hintz WF ’59
Kathryn A. Hughes WF ’63
Herbert J. Hummers WT ’57 H*
Sidney F. Hutner WF ’63*
Independent Charities of America
The Indiana United Way (State Employees’ Community Campaign)
Anna M. Ingalls WF ’62
Stanley J. Jaser WF ’64
Adeline A. Jackson WT ’93
Charles E. Jackson WF ’61
Bruce L. Jaffee WF ’70*
Frank C. Jahn WT ’92*
John J. Jaco WF ’67*
Carol B. Jensen WF ’65*
Jane Johnson WF ’59*
Martha N. Johnson WF ’65
Michelle C. Johnson CN ’00
Jo Ann F. Jones WF ’60
Mathilda M. Joseph WF ’63
Vincent Jubilee WF ’65
Peter J. Kahn WF ’60 H*
Madeleine G. Kaib WF ’57
Esther S. Kanipe WF ’67 H*
Kenneth L. Kann WF ’66*
Alexandria H. Karriker WF ’68 DS*
Seth R. Katz MN ’84
Howard J. Kaye WF ’64*
Douglas A. Keesley WF ’64*
Joann M. Kennedy WT ’93
James C. Klagge CN ’81
Ronald A. Knief WF ’67
Alisha R. Knight MN ’93*
Michael Kowal WF ’53
Philip G. Kraushar, Jr. WF ’67 H*
B. Robert Kreiser WF ’64 H, WF ’67 DS*
Robert I. Kroin WF ’63
Robert G. Laird WF ’63
Joseph B. Lambert WF ’62
Betty J. Landesman WF ’67
Jonathan P. Lavigne WF ’68
Richard A. Lebrun WF ’56
Beverly B. Leibach WF ’68*
Mary D. Lesser WF ’65
Robert J. Lewis WT ’87
Ester Liebert WF ’56*
John W. Link WF ’68
Lioness Club of Urbandle
Elizabeth J. Lipscomb WF ’59*
Lynn M. Livingston WF ’66 H*
Robert E. Long WF ’60
Deborah Lustig WS ’93
David B. Lyons WF ’60 H*
Peter B. Machnov WF ’66
Carole A. MacMullan WT ’91
Gertrude J. MacPhail WF ’66*
Wayne H. MacVey WF ’66*
Elisa M. Mangina MN ’94*
Michael P. Maratsos WF ’67
Karen Marler MBA ’15
Robert F. Marzke WF ’59 and Mary Marzke
G. D. Mast WT ’99
Jeffrey A. Masten MN ’86
Joyce B. Maxwell WF ’63
Leila S. May MN ’85*
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From left: Michael O’Donnell WF ‘66; Nancy Weiss Malkiel, Chair Emerita, WF ‘65; Julius Fleming NWM ‘18; Yige Dong WS ‘18

Donald J. McCarthy WF ’61
Donald A. Neyland AF ’70
Irving S. Shapiro WF ’64*
D. Stephen Shuler WS ’65

Alec D. Walen MN ’87
Irene C. Walsh WT ’86
Pauline B. Washington WT ’00
Linda R. Waugh WF ’64
and Ronald L. Breiger WF ’70
Deirdre C. Weaver CN ’95
Richard S. Weber WT ’97
John B. Weinstein MN ’93
Fred R. Wentzel WF ’58
Lloyd A. West WF ’67*
Gerald Wilemski WF ’68
John A. Williams WF ’57
James E. Williams MLK ’73
Richard A. Williamson WF ’65*
Martha G. Wilson WF ’61
Charles A. Wilson CN ’81
Philip K. Wion WF ’63
Andrea S. Wise WT ’97
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Supporting WW: Donors and

William F. Smith WT ’65
Richard T. Steger WF ’70

Sharon B. Meltzer WF ’61
Fred C. Mench, Jr. WF ’59
John J. Mennel WF ’67 H
Richard T. Middleton MLK ’69

Every dollar given to the Foundation is an investment in this mission, and in the next generation of leaders in and beyond education.
PROGRAM/FELLOWSHIP FUNDING

INDIVIDUALS
David B. Adams WF ’59 and Meredith L. Adams WF ’59
Meredith L. Adams
Linda D. Addo WF ’64
Caroline B. Brettell WS ’74
Walter W. Buckley, Jr. TR, Chair Emeritus
Virginia P. Dawson WF ’66
Ezekiel J. Emanuel CN ’86
James A. Francis CN ’89
Amy E. Greenstadt CN ’99
Jennifer Gruenberg TR and Bud Gruenberg
Frances S. Hasso WS ’86
Carol L. Hinds CN ’82
Robert F. Johnston TR and Lynn D. Johnston
Carola M. Kaplan
LeRoy J. Mottla WF ’65
John and Laura Overdeck
J. Wayne Walker WF ’63
Tracey Weis WS ’90
George A. Weiss TE

ORGANIZATIONS
Anonymous (3)
Amgen Foundation
Bezos Family Foundation
Chan Zuckerberg Initiative
Course Hero
Daniels Fund
E. Rhodes and Vona B. Carpenter Foundation
Educational Testing Service
Georgia Partnership for Excellence in Education
Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation
High Meadow Foundation
New Mexico State University
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
The Charlotte W. Newcombe Foundation
The Heinz Endowments
The Kern Foundation
The Nellie Mae Education Foundation, Inc.
The William Penn Foundation
U.S. Department of State
Wallace Foundation

LIFETIME SUPPORTERS
(Cumulative $25,000+, 1945–June 30, 2018)
Ernest Z. Adelman WF ’61
Letitia Baldrige FT, deceased
Dede Thompson Bartlett TE and Jim Bartlett
William A. Bomberger WF ’71
Walter W. Buckley, Jr. TR, Chair Emeritus
Jennifer A. Chalsty
John S. Chamberlin TE
Edward T. Cone WF ’46, deceased
James R. Connor TE, WF ’51, deceased
Esther W. Couper, deceased
Richard W. Couper TE, deceased
Dan D. Crawford WF ’63
Christel DeHaan FT
Jane Phillips Donaldson TR
Donald L. Drakeman FT
Ernest H. Drew FT, WF ’58
Elizabeth A. Duffy TE and John Gutman
Eleanor Thomas Elliott, Chair Emerita, deceased
Susan C. Fawcett WF ’67 H
Elliot J. Feldman WF ’69
Charles E. Fiero TE, deceased
Julia E. Fishelson, deceased
Alan Fournier
Walter F. Gips TE, deceased
Robert F. Goheen TE, WF ’45, deceased
Alex Gold, Jr. WF ’67
Juliet Goodfriend FT
Frederick L.A. Grauer TR, WF ’69, Chair Emeritus
Patricia Green
Kimberly Gregory
Jennifer Gruenberg TR and Bud Gruenberg
Ethan Hawke
J. Roderick Heller TE, WF ’59
Carleton A. Holstrom FT
Robert Horwitz and Catherine Redlich
N. Gerry House TR
Thomas C. Hudnut TR, Chair
Stephanie Hull ST
Helen M. Hunt WF ’65 H
Rachel Jacoff WF ’59
Elliot and Roslyn Jaffe
Robert F. Johnston TR and Lynn D. Johnston
John Katzman TR
Jan Krukowski FT
Richard A. Levao TE
Arthur E. Levine TR
Judy C. Lewent
William Lilley, III TR, WF ’59
Frank Lorenzo TR
William Lilley, III TR, WF ’59
Janine Luke and Melvin R. Seiden, deceased
M. Brian and Sandra Maher
Nancy Weiss Malkiel TR, WF ’65, Chair Emerita
Seymour L. Meisel TE, deceased
Albert W. Merck, deceased and Katherine K. Merck
Marie D. Moore WF ’63, deceased
Enid and Lester Morse
Nancy L. Nicholson WF ’63
Karen Osborne TR and Robert Osborne, Sr.
Robert O’Shea
John and Laura Overdeck
Scott E. Pardee FT, WF ’58
George W. Pitcher
Anonymous Trustee
Charles T. Price WF ’60, deceased
Deborah Hicks Quazzo TR
Philip D. Reed, Jr. FT, deceased
Mina Rees TE, deceased
Dennis R. Reigel TE, AF ’69
Haskell Rhett TE
Susan B. Rhoda-Hansen
Howard S. Richmond
James M. Rossier TE
Suna Said FT
Beverly A. Sanford ST
Richard Sarnoff FT and Ann Sarnoff
Harry L. Sawatzky WF ’61, deceased
Myron S. Scholes FT
David N. Shane TR
Betty P. Shellenbarger and Robert M. Shellenbarger
Louis A. Simpson TE, WF ’58
Roy B. Simpson
Jeffrey L. Skelton FT
Wilson and Kathryn Smith
Saul H. Sternberg WF ’54
Marvin J. Suomi TE
John W. Sweetland FT
Luther Tai TR
Frank E. Taplin TE, deceased and Margaret Taplin, deceased
Ward C. Thorne, deceased
Virginia K. Townley, deceased
Jay P. Urwitz FT
Cynthia Walk WF ’67
Karen M. Walowit WF ’64, deceased
Robert A. Weissbuch FT
George A. Weiss TE
Paul J. Weissman FT
Stephan A. Weiswasser TE, WF ’62
Richard R. West WF ’61
Caroline and F. Helmut Weymar
John C. Wilcox TE, WF ’64
Michael R. Winston TE, WF ’62
Wendy and Peter Wright
The Woodrow Wilson Team
(as of March 2019)

CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION
President’s Office
Arthur Levine, Carolyne Marrow
Office of the Executive Vice President/Chief Operating Officer
Stephanie J. Hull, Jane Foran, Arianna Gordon
Financial Staff
Jamie Berg Wright, Nan Rossien, Erica Robinson
Information Technology
Jason Cremer, Mike Nalbone, Joseph Popow
External Communications/Strategy
Patrick Riccard
Internal Communications/Marketing
Beverly Sanford, Frances Micklow Hannan, Lindsay Smith
Fellowship Solutions
Symeon Braxton
Development
Bobbi Mark, Courtney Hodock, Maria Stigale, Nolan Yamashiro
Senior Fellows
Richard Lee Colvin, James Fraser, Richard Hope, Boyana Konforti, Judith Pinch, Mary Anne Schmitt-Carey, Marue Walizer

PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES
Career Enhancement Fellowship
Stephanie Hull (interim), Ritu Mukherjee

MMUF Dissertation Grants
and Travel/Research Grants
Stephanie Hull (interim), Ritu Mukherjee

Mellon Mays Fellows
Professional Network
Stephanie Hull (interim), Sharon Liu

Charlotte W. Newcombe
Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship
Susan Billmaier

Course Hero-WW Fellowships
for Excellence in Teaching
Jeré Hogans

Nancy Weiss Malkiel Scholars Award
Jane Foran

Thomas R. Pickering
Foreign Affairs Fellowships
Jeré Hogans

Woodrow Wilson HistoryQuest Fellowships
Jane Foran

Woodrow Wilson MBA Fellowships
in Education Leadership
LeAnn Buntrock, Colin Winter, Rebecca Yancey

Woodrow Wilson Teaching Fellowships
Jose Ochoa, Audra Watson, Nathan Alexander, Christine Foley, Anna Gallos, Neema Ndiba, Bethany Rogers, Martina Abat Tang

Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellowship in Women’s Studies
Susan Billmaier

THE WOODROW WILSON
National Fellowship Foundation
Address: 5 Vaughn Drive, Suite 300 • Princeton, NJ 08540
Telephone: 609-452-7007 • Email: communications@woodrow.org • http://www.woodrow.org

On Facebook: woodrowwilsonfoundation
On Twitter: @wwfoundation